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Abstract—Resistive Random Access Memory (ReRAM) is one of the
most promising emerging non-volatile memory (NVM) candidates due to
its fast read/write speed, excellent scalability and low-power operation.
Recently proposed 3D vertical cross-point ReRAM (3D-VRAM) archi-
tecture attracts a lot of attention because it offers a cost-competitive
solution as NAND Flash replacement. In this work, we first develop an
array-level model which includes the geometries and properties of all the
components in the 3D structure. The model is capable of analyzing the
read/write noise margin of a 3D-VRAM array in the presence of the sneak
leakage current and voltage drop. Then we build a system-level design
tool that is able to explore the design space with specified constraints
and find the optimal design points with different targets. We also study
the impact of different design parameters on the array size, bit density,
and overall cost-per-bit. Compared to the state-of-the-art 3D horizontal
ReRAM (3D-HRAM), the 3D-VRAM shows great cost advantage when
stacking more than 16 layers.

I. INTRODUCTION

ReRAM is one of the most promising candidates for next-

generation memory subsystems. Compared to conventional NAND

Flash, ReRAM has superior read/write access latency, orders of

magnitude higher endurance, better scalability, much lower operating

voltage and byte addressability. The key challenge for ReRAM

to place NAND Flash is to improve the integration density in

terms of cost-per-bit, given that multi-level-cell (MLC) NAND Flash

continues to scale beyond 20nm technology node and 3D NAND

Flash is emerging [1]. To realize low cost design, cross-point ReRAM

architecture have been widely studied, featuring a cell size of 4F 2. By

simply stacking the cross-point structure layer by layer [2]–[4], the

bit density of ReRAM is further improved. For example, a 32Gb 2-

stack cross-point ReRAM prototype with a NAND Flash-compatible

interface was demonstrated [4]. However, this approach, referred as

3D horizontal ReRAM (3D-HRAM), requires critical lithography

and other process for every stacked layer, and this fabrication cost

overhead increases linearly with the number of stacks. Recently

proposed 3D vertical ReRAM (3D-VRAM) architecture that tilts the

horizontal ReRAM by 90 degrees [5], [6] attracts a lot of attention

because it offers an alternative low-cost solution. Significant cost

saving is achieved by the elimination of the cost-consuming process

during the fabrication of the intermediate layers [6].

Most research on 3D-VRAM still focus on device level. A full 3D

circuit model with sufficient accuracy is not well established. There

is still a big gap between the device optimization and system-level

design analysis. For example, the impact of the design parameters

in a 3D-VRAM on the array-level and system-level metrics is not

clear yet. Moreover, a detailed comparison between the 3D-VRAM

and 3D-HRAM cannot be done without a comprehensive model.

To facilitate these studies, we present a 3D-VRAM model from

device, array to macro. Our device model captures the nonlinear I-V

characteristics in an ReRAM element. The array model accounts for

most of the important components in a 3D-VRAM structure including

the plane and pillar electrodes, the access select transistor and so

on. We carefully determine the abstraction level of these modules to

maintian a good balance between accuracy and simulation speed. As
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Fig. 1. Demonstration of a ReRAM cell and its SET/RESET operations

cost-per-bit is the single most factor when adopting a new memory

technology, we also develop a macro-level cost model that takes the

detailed 3D ReRAM fabrication process into considerations. Then we

combine these models in a design flow to enable the design space

exploration under various specified constraints. Our tool is able to

find the optimal design point(s).

We use the model to evaluate the voltage drop, array capacity, bit

density, and cost-per-bit with different settings. The results suggest

that optimizing etching aspect ratio and metal layer thickness are

critical when designing a 3D-VRAM. We find that there is a tradeoff

between the array capacity and bit density when tuning some of the

design parameters such as the metal layer thickness. Our analysis also

provides key insights on how to optimize 3D ReRAM design with

fewer stacks and more stacks. The methodology we proposed in this

work should be valuable for device-circuit-architecture co-design of

3D-VRAM.

II. PRELIMINARY

A. ReRAM Basics

The basic structure of an ReRAM cell is illustrated in Figure 1.

One metal oxide layer sandwiched by two metal electrodes - the

top electrode (TE) and the bottom electrode (BE). A low resistance

state (LRS) represents digital ’1’ while a high resistance state (HRS)

represents digital ’0’. The switching from HRS to LRS is defined as

a SET operation while the opposite switching is defined as a RESET

operation. Here we focus on bipolar switching, which means that

a SET and RESET occurs at opposite voltage polarities. When a

positive voltage is applied, a SET process leads to the formation of

conductive filaments (CFs) made of oxygen vacancies [7]. Once the

CFs are formed, the ReRAM cell is in LRS. In contrast, when a

negative voltage is applied across the cell, a RESET process leads to

the rupture of the CFs, switching the cell into HRS.

Compared to the NAND Flash, ReRAM has much faster speed

(< 10ns), orders of magnitude higher endurance (up to 1012), better

scalability (< 10nm) and much lower operating voltage (< 3.3V ).

These advantages not only make ReRAM a NAND Flash replacement

candidate with high performance and low power, but also ease the
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of ReRAM array structures: (a) 1T1R; (b) Cross-point

design from dealing with wear-out problem and multi-stage on-chip

charge pumps required to provide high operating voltage.

B. Planar ReRAM Structure

As shown in Figure 2, there are two typical structures of a planar

ReRAM array. The 1T1R structure illustrated in Figure 2(a) uses

one dedicated MOSFET transistor as the access transistor to provide

the write current required for cell switching. The transistor is able

to isolate the selected cell from other unselected cells. In this form,

the minimum cell size is 6F 2, which is the same as the current

DRAM technology. Figure 2(b) shows the cross-point structure where

ReRAM cells are sandwiched between wordlines and bitlines. The

minimum cell size is 4F 2.

The biggest challenge of a cross-point design is the existence of

multiple sneak leakage paths in the array, even if the V/2 voltage

biasing scheme is applied [8]. When one wordline and one bitline

is activated, we expect the current to completely pass through the

selected cell at their intersection. However, the current will also flow

through the half-selected cells (the cells in the activated wordline or

biltine other than the selected cell) and the unselected cells (the cells

in the half-biased wordlines and bitlines), referred as sneak current.

The sneak current increases the total current flow on the activated

wordline and bitline, and thus incurs significant area overhead of on-

pitch write drivers and multiplexers. It also worsens the voltage drop

problem on the wordline and bitline resistance.

To suppress the sneak current of the half-selected cells, the

nonlinearity in the I-V curve of a ReRAM cell is introduced by either

connecting a diode in serial with the cell [3], [4] or engineering a self-

rectifying property of the cell [2], [9]. Nonlinearity means that the

equivalent resistance of the cell increases when the applied voltage

on it decreases.

C. 3D ReRAM Structure

To further improve the bit density of ReRAM, many 3D structures

have been proposed and demonstrated [2]–[6], [10]. One straightfor-

ward approach is to stack planar cross-point structure layer by layer,

namely 3D-HRAM, as shown in Figure 3. The adjacent layers share

their wordlines and bitlines alternatively. Chen et al. [10] discussed

the addressing scheme of 3D-HRAM. To maximize the density of 3D-

HRAM, stacking more layers is desired. However, every additional

layer introduces extra fabrication process steps, including lithography,

etching and chemical-mechanical planarization (CMP). These steps

may eventually prevent the cost reduction.

As an alternative 3D ReRAM solution, 3D-VRAM was proposed

to reduce the fabrication steps for high density ReRAM design.

The schematize view of the 3D-VRAM architecture is illustrated in

Figure 4. Each ReRAM array consists of L wordline planes, Nb

bitlines and Ns sourcelines. Two adjacent wordline plane electrodes

are separated by a dielectric isolation layer. The cell is now located at

every cross point of a vertical pillar electrode and a wordline plane.

The key cost saver of 3D-VRAM is the elimination of the critical

Fig. 3. Schematic view of 3D Horizontal ReRAM

Fig. 4. Schematic view of 3D Vertical ReRAM

lithography and etching steps of the intermediate layers. The wordline

planes and isolation layers are deposited consecutively. The process

of defining the pillar electrodes and cells is involved only after the

top most layer is deposited, and only two critical lithography and

etching steps are required (one for patterning the pillar electrode,

one for opening the contact for wordline planes). Chen et al. [6]

have demonstrated the detailed fabrication process.

To address such an array, one access transistor is introduced at the

bottom of each vertical pillar electrode. During a write operation,

Vg is applied on one selected sourceline to turn on the Nb access

transistors alone the selected sourceline while all the other transistors

remain off by grounding the unselected sourcelines. This operation

basically activates a vertical plane, which is a de facto cross-point

structure. Therefore normal voltage biasing schemes for writing and

reading a cross-point structure can be applied on the activated plane.

III. MODELING

A. Modeling of a ReRAM Element

For the sake of simplicity, most prior work [8] use a linear resistor

(either HRS or LRS) to represent the ReRAM element in a cross-point

structure. Such an approach results in an unacceptable simulation

error of the sneak current and voltage drop when the cell has a large

nonlinearity. To consider the effect of a nonlinear ReRAM cell, Niu et

al. [11] multiplies the half-selected cells by a nonlinearity constant.

However, the error can still vary depending on the shape of I-V

curve of the cell. Another approach is to build a SPICE-compatible

model [12] for ReRAM with full dynamics by incorporating the

differential equations for the state variable of a ReRAM cell, which

produces accurate results but the run time could go unbounded

when simulating an array with > 105 cells. To maintain both good

accuracy and simulation speed, we implement the representative I-

V relationship of a typical ReRAM cell, based on the experimental

results in Yu et al’s work [13], as an HSPICE subcircuit. We take
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TABLE I
HSPICE SUBCIRCUIT OF THE RERAM MODEL

*Using a behavior current source to model the nonlinear I-V curve
.param I0 = 1e-3, g0 =2.5e-10, V0=0.25
.subckt reram top bot
Gram top bot CUR=’I0*exp(-g/g0)*sinh(V(top,bot)/V0)’
*g is the tunneling gap distance
*I0, g0, V0 are fitting parameters
.ends reram

Fig. 5. Circuit model: abstraction of a 2-layer 3D-VRAM array

out the equations of the switching dynamics which is the most time-

consuming part of the simulation, as the focus of this work is to

perform DC analysis of 3D-VRAM. The description of the ReRAM

element in HSPICE is shown in Table I.

B. Modeling of a 3D-VRAM Array

We develop a circuit model of the 3D-VRAM array by approximat-

ing the ReRAM cells and plane resistance with segmented elements.

As Figure 5 shows, each ReRAM cell is represented by four ReRAM

elements, defined in Section III-A. One advantage of 3D-VRAM over

3D-HRAM is that the wordline is a metal plane rather than multiple

metal wires, making the effective resistance between adjacent cells

smaller than the wire resistance in the 3D-HRAM counterpart. To

model such effect, one virtual node is added to emulate the two-

dimensional current flow through the wordline plane using discrete

resistors. We also tried to add four and nine virtual nodes and our

results will show that the error of adding one virtual node is already

very small. Not shown in Figure 5, access transistors are implemented

below the bottom layer using 22nm PTM model [14]. In order to

minimize the voltage drop on the access transistor, we assume that

the gate voltage is boosted when the NMOS is on.

C. Geometry Parameters and Design Constraints

To enable the exploration of the large design space, we param-

eterize some of the important geometries in the 3D-VRAM array

and summarize them in Table II. Under these definitions, the height

of a vertical stack (one wordline layer plus one isolation layer) is

Hs = Hm +Hi. The pitch is defined as the minimum distance from

the center of a cell to the center of its neighboring cell,

P = D + 2Tox + F (1)

When modeling the cell size, the width of a cell is bounded

by either the pitch or the width of the underlying access transistor

assuming standalone memory design rule,

Wcell = max(P,Wtran + F ) (2)

and the length of a cell is also bounded in the similar manner,

Lcell = max(P,Ltran + 2F ) (3)

where Ltran is typically assumed to be a fixed value (F in this work).

TABLE II
GEOMETRY PARAMETERS OF THE 3D-VRAM ARRAY

Metric Description Explored Values
Hm Height of a wordline plane 20, 30, 40nm
Hi Height of an isolation layer 20nm
Hs Height of a vertical stack -
Tox Thickness of the switching layer 5nm
D Diameter of a pillar electrode -
F Feature size of the design 22nm
P Minimum distance from cell to cell -

Wtran Gate width of an access transistor 22, 44, 66nm
Ltran Gate length of an access transistor 22nm
Wcell Cell width along bitline direction -
Lcell Cell length along sourceline direction -
AR Etching aspect ratio 10, 20, 30
Ns Number of sourcelines per array 16 ∼ 256
Nb Number of bitlines per array 16 ∼ 256
L Number of vertical stacks 2 ∼ 64

The etching aspect ratio defines the maximum ratio of the total

height of vertical stacks to the diameter of a pillar electrode,

AR =
Hs × L

D + 2Tox
(4)

From equation (1) to equation (4) we get,

Acell =

⎧
⎨

⎩

P 2 if Case 1

P × (Wtran + F ) if Case 2

3F × (Wtran + F ) if Case 3

(5)

and the conditions for the 3 cases are,

Cond

⎧
⎨

⎩

Case1 : HsL
AR

≥ max(Wtran, 2F )
Case2 : (HsL

AR
− 2F )(HsL

AR
−Wtran) < 0

Case3 : HsL
AR

≤ min(Wtran, 2F )

(6)

Equation (5) indicates that the cell size is bounded by the etching

aspect ratio when building a 3D-VRAM array with many stacks

and/or a thick metal layer (case 1). In case 1, we can afford to

increase the width of the underlying transistor without increasing the

cell size. The up-sizing in turn relaxes the design constraints from

the perspective of sneak current and voltage drop due to the stronger

driving capability of the wider access transistors, and potentially

increases the maximum vertical stacks Lmax.

Another important metric is the bit density, defined as L/Acell.

Combining equation (5) with equation (1) the bit density can be

calculated as following,

Dbit =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

1
H2

sL

AR2 +F2

L
+ 2HsF2

AR

if Case 1

1

( Hs
AR

+F
L

)×(Wtran+F )
if Case 2

1
3F
L
×(Wtran+F )

if Case 3

(7)

As can be seen from Equation (7), in case 2 and 3 the bit density is

improved when adding more stacks in the array (increasing L). One

interesting observation for case 1 is that the bit density is actually

a decreasing function of L given the boundary condition of case 1.

That means adding more stacks will reduce the bit density when the

cell size is bounded by the etching aspect ratio.

D. Read and Write Operations

As mentioned in Section II-C, during a read or write access, only

one sourceline is selected to activate a vertical plane of cross-point

structure. Within the cross-point structure, the voltage biasing for

write and read operation are similar to that of a 2D cross-point

structure, as shown in Figure 6.

Sneak current and voltage drop are two major issues in a cross-

point design, as explained in Section II-B. In 3D-VRAM, the driving

capability of the access transistor specifies another constraint in the

array design: the total sneak current through a selected bitline should

remain under the turn-on current of the NMOS so that there won’t be
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Fig. 6. Voltage biasing in 3D-VRAM for (a) write and (b) read operations

TABLE III
MAJOR PROCESS ADDERS OF 3D RERAM DESIGNS WITH L STACKS

Item 3D-HRAM 3D-VRAM
Metal deposition L+ 1 L (wordline) + 1 (pillar)
Interlevel dielectric deposition L+ 1 L− 1
Switching layer deposition L 1
Critical lithography L+ 1 2
Etching (metal/oxide) L+ 1 2
CMP L+ 1 2

a large voltage drop on it. This constraint is the key limiting factor

on maximum vertical stacks Lmax.

E. Area and Cost Modeling

Cost-per-bit is the single most important factor when adopting a

new memory technology. The ultimate goal of technologies scaling,

cell structure innovation, as well as chip yield improvement is to

reduce the cost-per-bit of a memory chip. Since there is a direct

relationship between the die area and the die cost, we need to model

the total area of a 3D-VRAM die first.

Our modeling framework is based on an open source software

NVSim [15], which is a circuit-level area, timing, and power model

for various non-volatile memories including NAND Flash, ReRAM,

Phase-Change Memory etc. To estimate the area of a ReRAM chip,

we first use NVSim to break down the area of a NAND Flash die into

cell arrays, local/global decoders, sense amplifiers/latches, and charge

pump circuits etc. The results are then calibrated with industrial

NAND Flash chips. We assume the ReRAM and NAND Flash share

the same interface design and keep their original design with the

same silicon footprint. We calculate the area of the components

with different circuit designs or transistor sizings for ReRAM in the

heavily modified NVSim and replace the values in NAND Flash die

area breakdowns. A key difference is that our ReRAM requires much

lower operating voltage (< 3.3V ) than NAND Flash (> 15V ) and

therefore charge pumps with much smaller overhead are needed. We

use the model presented by Palumbo et al. [16] to calibrate the area

of the charge pump circuits,

Acharge pump = k · N2

(N + 1)× VDD − VOut

IL

f
, (8)

where k is a technology-dependent constant, N is the number of stages

in the charge pump, VOut is the output voltage, IL is the write current

and f is the working frequency.

After the die area is obtained, the total cost of a ReRAM die can

be calculated as,

Cdie = CWafer × YWafer/Ngd (9)

where CWafer is the cost of a wafer, YWafer is the wafer yield, and

Ngd is number of good dies in the wafer. Ngd depends on the die

area ADie, the diameter of the wafer dWafer and defect density D0,

Ngd = (
πd2Wafer

4ADie
− πdWafer√

2ADie

)/(1 +
D0ADie

α
)−α

(10)

TABLE IV
OTHER PARAMETERS OF A RERAM DESIGN

Metric Description Value
Vcore Core voltage 1.8V
Vw Write voltage of a selected cell ±3V
Vg Boosted gate voltage on selected sourceline 3.3V
Vrd Read voltage of a selected cell 0.6V

- Technology node of peripheral circuitry 22nm
- Copper resistivity 6μΩ · cm
- Aspect Ratio of bitline metal 1.9

The next critical step is to include the fabrication process in the

wafer cost,

CWafer = CWafer0 + CWafer+ − CWafer− (11)

where CWafer0 is the cost of a baseline NAND Flash wafer.

CWafer+ and CWafer− represent the cost of extra process steps

associated with 3D ReRAM fabrication (i.e. additional lithography,

etching, deposition etc.) and the redundant process cost of NAND

Flash compared to ReRAM (i.e. floating gate fabrication), respec-

tively. Most of the cost parameters in the model are collected from

the IC Knowledge LLC [17], which has data for industrial 20nm-

class NAND Flash. To estimate CWafer+ we carefully break down

the fabrication steps in a typical 3D ReRAM process flow [6] and

summarize the major process adders compared to a planar NAND

Flash process in Table III. The cost modeling tool allows the user to

customize these process adders as an optional input and calculates the

wafer cost overhead automatically. As Table III shows, 3D-HRAM

does not save fabrication steps or masks because in each stack we

need lithography, etching and CMP steps to pattern the features and

therefore its cost-per-bit is expected to remain high. In contrast, 3D-

VRAM requires only 2 critical lithography steps (1 for patterning

cells and 1 for exposing the wordline electrodes) thus it is expected

as a promising approach for low cost-per-bit.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Simulation Methodology

As one of the goals for this work is to identify the optimal design

corners in a huge design space, we explore a set of design parameters

in Table II. Our simulation methodology works in the following way:

given the design target (i.e. array capacity, integration density etc.)

and constraints (i.e. maximum vertical stacks, allowed voltage drop,

minimum sensing margin etc.), our model tries all the design choices

by exploring, if necessary, the parameters with multiple values or a

range in Table II (parameters with single value means little flexibil-

ity). Then we set other parameters of a memory design according

to Table IV. For each design point, our tool automatically generates

a HSPICE netlist file and performs the simulation. Then we get the

worst-case voltage drop, sneak current, sensing margin etc. and check

if they are under the constraints: store the solution if so or ignore it

otherwise. After all possible solutions have been obtained, the tool

chooses one or a subset of them to meet the design target. For exam-

ple, assuming we want to find a 3D-VRAM design with the maximum

bit density given the following constraints: (a) 2kb array capacity (that

is, Nb × Ns × L = 2048); (b) voltage drop > 2/3Vw; (c) sensing

current difference > 0.1μA. Our model is going to search the optimal

design within: (a) Hm = 10nm and AR = 30 (no exploration

needed); (b) Wtran = 22 or 44nm (limited exploration needed); (c)

(Ns, Nb, L) = (16, 16, 4) or (32, 32, 2). And it may find the design

with Wtran = 22nm and (Ns, Nb, L) = (16, 16, 4) satisfies all the

constraints and has the maximum bit density (0.667b/F 2). Note that

we limit the search range by setting Nb = Ns and later in this section

the format of “128 ∗ 16” is used to denote a 3D ReRAM array size

of 128 × 128 × 16. We can get rid of this constraint if symmetric

array design is not required or simulation time is not a concern.
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Fig. 7. Simulations errors of voltage drop by (a) adding different number
of virtual nodes and (b) using different models

Fig. 8. Voltage drop versus array size when varying (a) number of vertical
stacks and (b) thickness of metal layer

B. Model Accuracy

First we show our model maintains a reasonable accuracy. In our

model, we add one virtual node in the sub-circuit shown in Figure 5

to emulate the current flow through the two-dimensional wordline

plane electrode. This accuracy can be improved if more virtual

nodes are added, making the current flow path more closer to the

reality. However, adding more virtual nodes complicates the model

significantly and results in increasing the simulation time by one or

two orders of magnitude. Figure 7(a) illustrates the relation between

the worst-case voltage drop and 3D array size. Note that we use N
to represent both Nb and Ns since we assume they are identical. As

can be seen in Figure 7(a), adding 1, 4 and 9 virtual nodes results

in very similar trend (and also absolute values) in voltage drop. The

error between our model and the one with adding 9 virtual nodes

remains within 3% for an array size of 256 × 256 × 16. We can

also tell from the figure that the model without adding virtual node

overestimates the voltage drop by more than 15% for a large 3D

array.

Next we will show that most of the other simplified models are

not suitable for large 3D ReRAM array simulation. For comparison

purpose, we implemented a 3D model by building a pure-resistor

based network, where the resistance have only several discrete values.

In another abstracted 2D model, we focus on the analysis within the

activated vertical plane, which is a de facto cross-point structure. As

can be seen in Figure 7(b), the abstracted 2D model underestimates

the voltage drop problem because it ignores the sneak path from the

unactivated vertical planes while the linear resistor network model

overestimates the voltage drop problem because it can not model the

changing nonlinearity of the half-selected cells along the selected

wordline/bitline. And the errors of both approaches go beyond 30%

when simulating a large 3D array.

To summarize, our model turns out to be a good balance between

accuracy and simulation time.

C. Impact of Geometry Parameters

The number of vertical stacks L that affects the pillar resistance and

the thickness of the metal layer Hm that affects the plane resistance

are two important design parameters in determining the array size,

density, and write/read noise margin. Figure 8 illustrates their impact

on the voltage drop. As can be seen in Figure 8(a), the voltage drop

Fig. 9. (a) Required access transistor sizing with increasing vertical stacks
and (b) Bit density versus vertical stacks with different AR

Fig. 10. Impact of Hm and AR on (a) maximum array capacity and (b)
maximum bit density

gets worse as we add more stacks because the voltage loss on the

pillar electrodes increases, given the same Hm and AR. In this case,

the array size of 256×256×16 is not workable because the voltage

drop is below Vw/2 [11]. On the other hand, increasing Hm will

reduce the resistivity of the wordline plane and thus alleviate the

voltage drop along that direction, as illustrated in Figure 8(b). We

will show the negative effect of increasing Hm later.

Then we fix the two-dimensional array geometry (128×128 in this

case) and add more stacks. In order to maintain a workable 3D array

with voltage drop and sensing current under constraints, we have

to size up the access transistor to provide enough driving current.

Figure 9(a) presents the trend that width of transistor increases as

we want to build more 3D stacks. Then the increasing rate of the

transistor sizing becomes superlinear with L and eventually begins

to dominate the cell size. That is, adding more stacks will hurt the

bit density adversely, and Figure 9(b) demonstrates the effect that the

turn point occurs in the bit density curve. One important observation

is that a large AR may help shift the turn point to the right or diminish

it. That can be explained by the condition of case 1 in equation 6:

increasing AR means a larger threshold of L to enter case 1 for the

access transistor to dominate the cell size.

Given the target capacity of a 3D-VRAM chip, its cost-per-bit

depends on both the array capacity (or the number of arrays in the

chip) that affects the peripheral circuitry overhead and the bit density

that determines the total cell area. We try to identify the impact of

Hm and AR on maximum array capacity and maximum bit density

that can be achieved, as shown in Figure 10. Interestingly, Hm plays

an opposite role in affecting the two metrics: increasing Hm improves

array capacity but hurts the bit density. On one hand, a larger Hm

reduces the voltage drop as observed in Figure 8(b). On the other

hand, a larger Hm also means a higher vertical stack, which increases

the cell size when the etching aspect ratio limits the pitch. This is

also why a larger AR slows down the bit density degradation with

increasing L in Figure 10(b).

D. 3D-VRAM VS 3D-HRAM

In this Section we perform a comprehensive comparison between

3D-VRAM and 3D-HRAM in terms of voltage drop, array capacity,

bit density, die area and cost-per-bit.
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Fig. 11. (a) Voltage drop of 3D-VRAM and 3D-HRAM and (b) Voltage loss
breakdown of 3D-VRAM and 3D-HRAM arrays of 256× 256× 16 cells

Fig. 12. 3D-VRAM VS 3D-HRAM on (a) array capacity, (b) bit density,
(c) area of a 64Gb chip

As for voltage drop, the results in Figure 11(a) shows that 3D-

VRAM has worse voltage drop at smaller array size because the

voltage drop on the access transistor dominates the voltage loss.

However, 3D-VRAM demonstrated significant better voltage drop at

larger size and the reason is two fold, as examined in Figure 11(b).

First, the wordline plane in 3D-VRAM has lower effective resistivity

than the wordline wire in 3D-HRAM. Second, the total current on

the selected bitline in 3D-VRAM (1 full selected cell plus L half

selected cells) is way smaller than that in 3D-HRAM (1 full selected

cell plus N half-selected cells) since L < N at large array size. Due

to this reason, 3D-VRAM allows larger capacity than 3D-HRAM

given the same L, as illustrated in Figure 12(a). But the bit density

of 3D-VRAM is not as high as that of 3D-HRAM, as shown in

Figure 12(b), because the underlying access transistor and the etching

aspect ratio both limit the cell size of 3D-VRAM. However, the

overall effective density depends on both the array capacity and bit

density. Particularly, when the bit density is large enough, the die

area will be dominated by the peripheral circuitry. In that case, the

array capacity has a larger impact on the total die area. Figure 12(c)

shows that the die area of 3D-VRAM is significantly larger than that

of 3D-HRAM for 2-stack and 4-stack counterpart but it shows great

area advantage at 64-stack counterpart.

Figure 13 projects the cost-per-bit for 3D-VRAM and 3D-HRAM.

As expected, the cost-per-bit of 3D-VRAM continues to go down

when building more stacks is feasible since there is not any significant

process adder to that. But the trend is different for 3D-HRAM:

the reduction rate in its cost-per-bit slows down significantly when

adding more stacks and the cost-per-bit may even increase beyond

32 stacks. The cost breakdowns for 32-stack 3D ReRAM designs are

also demonstrated in Figure 13.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

ReRAM has a great potential to replace NAND Flash if its cost-

per-bit can be optimized. 3D-VRAM provides such an opportunity.

In this paper, we build a full circuit model for 3D-VRAM with

sufficient accuracy and reasonable speed. The design analysis shows

a high etching aspect ratio improves both the array capacity and bit

density, while a thick metal layer helps the former but hurts the latter.

The results also suggest that some design parameters has to be co-

Fig. 13. Cost per bit projections with an example of cost breakdowns

optimized when targeting certain goals. The comparisons between

3D-VRAM and 3D-HRAM indicate that the cost-per-bit of 3D-

VRAM is only half that of 3D-HRAM at 32 stacks. A comprehensive

timing and power model remains to be developed to fully evaluate

the performance and power metrics of a 3D-VRAM system.
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